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Abstract
The remarkable recent advances in object-centric
generative world models raise a few questions.
First, while many of the recent achievements are
indispensable for making a general and versatile
world model, it is quite unclear how these ingre-
dients can be integrated into a unified framework.
Second, despite using generative objectives, abili-
ties for object detection and tracking are mainly in-
vestigated, leaving the crucial ability of temporal
imagination largely under question. Third, a few
key abilities for more faithful temporal imagina-
tion such as multimodal uncertainty and situation-
awareness are missing. In this paper, we introduce
Generative Structured World Models (G-SWM).
The G-SWM achieves the versatile world mod-
eling not only by unifying the key properties of
previous models in a principled framework but
also by achieving two crucial new abilities, multi-
modal uncertainty and situation-awareness. Our
thorough investigation on the temporal genera-
tion ability in comparison to the previous models
demonstrates that G-SWM achieves the versatil-
ity with the best or comparable performance for
all experiment settings including a few complex
settings that have not been tested before. https:
//sites.google.com/view/gswm
1. Introduction
Endowing machines with the ability to learn world models
without supervision is a grand challenge toward human-like
AI (Johnson-Laird, 1983; Ha & Schmidhuber, 2018b). A
promising approach to this is to develop structured gen-
erative models in which world states are represented by
composition of abstract entities such as objects and agents,
and their relationships. This abstraction grounded in the
physical properties (Spelke et al., 1993) can help enable
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Table 1. Summary of abilities addressed in the previous models.
In the table, ‘Uncertainty’ and ‘Situated’ stand for multimodal
uncertainty and situation-awareness, respectively.
SQAIR SILOT SCALOR STOVE
DISCOVERY X X X ×
INTERACTION × × × X
OCCLUSION X X X ×
SCALABILITY × X X ×
BACKGROUND × × X ×
UNCERTAINTY × × × ×
SITUATED × × × ×
interpretability, reasoning, and optimal decision-making
via efficient simulation (a.k.a., imagination) of the possible
futures—a crucial ability for model-based decision making
in both humans (Schacter et al., 2012; Addis & Schacter,
2012) and AI systems (Silver et al., 2017).
In this direction, there have been remarkable advances
recently in approaches using spatial attention for unsu-
pervised object detection, representation, and generation.
These include the object propagation-discovery model in
SQAIR (Kosiorek et al., 2018), the physical interaction mod-
els in STOVE (Kossen et al., 2019; van Steenkiste et al.,
2018), the scalability models in SCALOR (Jiang et al., 2020)
and SILOT (Crawford & Pineau, 2020), and the background
context models in SCALOR. Although each of these abili-
ties can be an indispensable ingredients toward the future,
there are also a few key limitations and challenges that
should be addressed.
A primary challenge is how we can integrate the benefits
of such fragmental advances into a unified model, e.g. as
shown in Rainbow (Hessel et al., 2018). While all of the
above-mentioned properties are essential to learning a com-
plex world model, the models are developed with their own
goals in controlled and isolated settings where many abili-
ties other than the main one are ignored (See Table 1). For
instance, although it is usual for an object to occlude some
objects while interacting with another, joint modeling of
these two properties have not been investigated properly. It
is, therefore, crucial to develop a unified model while main-
taining a principled modeling framework without losing
existing benefits.
Another significant problem is that, despite being trained
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with generative objectives, in many of the previous models,
the generation abilities are not well investigated. Instead,
object-centric representation (via unsupervised detection)
and tracking were focused as the main task in these mod-
els (Kosiorek et al., 2018; Crawford & Pineau, 2020; Jiang
et al., 2020). Hence, it is largely under question how well
these models can actually simulate or imagine the possible
futures, which is the central purpose of world models.
Lastly, a few key abilities required to enable faithful simu-
lation quality have been missing. Among such abilities are
multimodal uncertainty and situated behavior. Multimodal
uncertainty is crucial in model-based decision-making as
the simulation should be capable of exploring various possi-
bilities. Although previous models contain stochastic latent
variables, being based on Gaussian modeling, their abil-
ity to explore diverse scenarios is significantly limited to
stochastic unimodal search. In addition, agents should show
situated behavior depending on, e.g., where it is placed in
the environment. However, previous models do not sup-
port such situation-aware behavior, e.g. an agent navigating
through the corridor of a maze.
In this paper, we propose a new generative world model,
called Generative Structured World Models (G-SWM), for
unsupervised learning of object-centric state representation
and efficient future simulation. G-SWM not only unifies the
key abilities of previous models in a principled framework
but also achieves multimodal uncertainty and situated behav-
ior. The contributions of the paper are as follows. First, we
introduce a model with a versatile propagation module that
can handle occlusion of objects as well as interactions both
among objects and the environment–situation. Second, we
incorporate a hierarchical object dynamics model, enabling
the simulation of stochastic dynamics and multimodal be-
havior. Lastly, we thoroughly investigate the generation
performance of G-SWM and previous models through a
series of extensive experiments designed to highlight the
abilities and limitations of the various models.
2. Object-Centric World Models
Our proposed model inherits its base architecture from
SCALOR (Jiang et al., 2020) as it supports both foreground
and background models (and more generally from object-
centric world models based on spatial-attention (Kosiorek
et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2020; Crawford & Pineau, 2020)).
In this section, we introduce the problem setting, basic ar-
chitecture shared in such models, and notations.
Video, Objects, and Contexts. Consider a video x =
(x1, . . . ,xT ) of length T describing a dynamic scene con-
taining objects interacting with each other. We consider a
generative process in which each object k in the scene at
timestep t is generated from a latent variable z˙kt and every-
thing else (i.e. non-object related) is modeled by a context
latent variable zctxt . We assume that both objects and context
are dynamic. We use z˙t to denote the set of object latents
{z˙kt }k at t. All latent variables at frame t are denoted by
zt = z˙t ∪ zctxt .
Object Representation. The object latent variable z˙kt usu-
ally consists of object attribute latent variables. With some
abuse of notation, we denote this by zatt,kt = {zα,kt }α∈A
with A the set of attribute index. Different models may
use different attribute sets. In our model, we use the follow-
ing attribute set zatt,kt = {zwhat,kt , zwhere,kt , zpres,kt , zdepth,kt } to
represent appearance, position, presence, and depth of an
object, respectively. Unlike previous models, our model
assumes that these attributes of an object are generated from
the state latent variable zstate,kt . Thus, z˙
k
t = {zatt,kt , zstate,kt }.
The state latent zstate,kt along with an RNN connecting it
across the timesteps is used to explicitly represent object
dynamics and to model multimodal uncertainty.
The attribute latents zatt,kt represent randomness of its tar-
get object properties but may not be in a form useful for
rendering. For example, it is more efficient to update
the object position by learning the position deviation in-
stead of directly predicting the absolute position. To distin-
guish between the attribute latent and the explicit attribute
value (in an explicit form for rendering), we introduce
the notation okt = {opres,kt ,odepth,kt ,owhere,k,owhat,kt } to de-
note explicit attributes. The explicit attribute is a deter-
ministic function of the attribute latent, e.g. owhere,kt =
owhere,kt−1 + c · tanh(zwhere,kt ). These attributes have the same
interpretation as previous related works (Jiang et al., 2020;
Crawford & Pineau, 2020).
Propagation and Discovery. Using the propagation-
discovery model (Kosiorek et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2020;
Crawford & Pineau, 2020), we denote the object latents
propagated from frame t − 1 to frame t by z˜t and object
latents discovered at frame t by z¯t. Thus z˙t = z˜t ∪ z¯t. To
discover new objects, each frame xt is divided into a grid of
H ×W cells, and each cell is associated with a discovery
object latent variable z¯kt . During inference, these latents are
inferred in parallel with a fully convolutional network (Long
et al., 2015). At the end of each timestep, we select a total of
K objects ot with the highest presence from the union of the
discovered objects and propagated objects o˜t∪o¯t. These ob-
jects are also the ones to be propagated to the next timestep.
In this work, we use fixed prior distributions for discovered
latents, so we only do discovery during inference.
Rendering. To render the foreground µfgt , we first recon-
struct individual objects using owhatt and combine them with
owheret , o
pres
t , and o
depth
t . A foreground mask αt combining
individual object masks is also obtained. The background
µbgt is decoded from the context latent z
ctx
t . The final recon-
struction is µt = µ
fg
t + (1 − αt)µbgt , and the likelihood
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function pθ(xt|z˙≤t, zctx≤t) is a pixel-wise Gaussian distribu-
tion N (xt|µt, σ2I) where σ is a hyperparameter.
3. Generative Structured World Models
In this section, we describe our proposed model, Generative
Structured World Models (G-SWM). We first describe the
probabilistic formulation of the model. Then, we describe
the propagation module which contains the main contri-
bution of the proposed model. Finally, we describe the
inference and learning method.
3.1. Probabilistic Modeling
As a temporal generative model, G-SWM consists of the
following four generation modules: (i) the context module
generates a new context representation from its history, (ii)
the propagation module updates the attributes of currently
existing objects for the next timestep, (iii) the discovery
module generates new objects, and (iv) the rendering mod-
ule renders objects and the background into a canvas to
generate the target image. The generative process of G-
SWM is illustrated in Figure 1.
Specifically, the generative process of a video x of length T
can be described by the following joint distribution:
pθ(x1:T , z1:T ) =
T∏
t=1
pθ(xt, z¯t, z˜t, z
ctx
t |z<t) (1)
and the single timestep model pθ(xt, z¯t, z˜t, zctxt |z<t) is fur-
ther decomposed into:
pθ(xt|z˙≤t, zctx≤t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rendering
p(z¯t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Discovery
pθ(z˜t|z˙<t, zctx<t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Propagation
pθ(z
ctx
t |zctx<t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Context
.
The main contribution of the G-SWM model is implemented
in the propagation and context module. Other modules are
similar to the ones proposed in SCALOR and SILOT. Thus,
in the following, our description of the model focuses the
context and propagation modules. For the implementation
of the discovery and rendering modules, refer to Appendix.
3.2. Context Modeling
The context latent variable zctxt represents the state of global
context, i.e., the background, that may affect the dynamics
of the objects as well as the appearance of the background.
For generality, we assume a dynamic context. The dynam-
ics of the context is modeled by the conditional distribution
pθ(z
ctx
t |zctx<t) which is a Gaussian distribution. This is imple-
mented with an RNN followed by an Multi-layer Perceptron
(MLP) yielding the parameters of the Gaussian distribution.
3.3. Versatile Propagation
The core of our model is the propagation module which
we call the versatile propagation (V-Prop) module. This
module integrates diverse key abilities of existing object-
centric world models into a unified framework as well as
implementing new abilities such as situated behaviour and
multimodal uncertainty. As a result, the V-Prop module
can support complex object interaction-occlusion, situated
behaviour, and multimodal uncertainty jointly. In this sec-
tion, we describe how these abilities are implemented in our
model.
Object-State RNN. The backbone of the V-Prop module
is the object-state RNN (OS-RNN) associated with each
object (Figure 1). The object-state RNN tracks dynamics of
various states of its associated object. In particular, it takes
as input (1) the interaction encoding of the object with other
objects and (2) the context encoding modeling interaction
with the background from the perspective of object k. Then,
the state of the OS-RNN hkt is updated as follows:
hkt = RNN([o
k
t−1, z
state,k
t−1 , e
ctx,k
t−1 , e
rel,k
t−1 ],h
k
t−1) . (2)
Here, ectx,kt−1 is the object-context interaction encoding and
erel,kt−1 is the object-object interaction encoding. In the follow-
ing, we describe in more detail how these representations
are obtained.
3.3.1. INTERACTION & OCCLUSION
Objects and agents in a physical environment interact with
complex relations. Collision and occlusion are among two
most popular types of such object interactions. Occlusion
may not be seen a direct interaction between objects when
the objects are physically disconnected. However, from the
perspective of an observer, occlusion can still be modeled as
an implicit interaction between the objects where one object
makes another one invisible fully or partially. Although in a
realistic environment these are the most fundamental types
of object relationship that can happen simultaneously in a
scene, in previous works these are studied separately and
thus its jointly modeling and working have not studied.
In our model, we model both collision and occlusion in
a simple graph neural networks (GNN). This object inter-
action modeling is also used in STOVE. However, in our
model, we take the depth of the object into consideration
and thus make the GNN considers not only object position
but also object depth to model both the collision and oc-
clusion. In our experiments, we found that this interaction
modeling can learn different behaviours depending on the
depth of an object and situation.
Specifically, we compute the interaction encoding erel,kt of
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Figure 1. G-SWM Generative Process. For each timestep t, the generated image is a combination of a foreground image µfg and a
background image µbg. To obtain the foreground image µfg, we determine the object attributes by decoding zstate,kt and render them into a
canvas. The background image is decoded from the context latent variable zctxt . To propagate existing objects to the next timestep, the
V-Prop module integrates information of object-object and object-context interaction in the object-state RNN, from which we compute the
new object states zstate,kt+1 . The context latent variable is also updated to z
ctx
t+1 with a context RNN.
object k as follows:
erel,kt = e
k,k
t +
∑
j 6=k
wk,jt e
k,j
t . (3)
To perform this, we first obtain the object representation
ukt by concatenating object attributes o
k
t , the state latent
zstate,kt , and the temporal object state h
k
t . Then, we obtain
the self-interaction encoding by ek,kt = MLP(u
k
t ), and
the pairwise-interaction encoding ek,jt and the interaction
weight (normalized with softmax) wk,jt by (e
k,j
t , w
k,j
t ) =
MLP(ukt ,u
j
t ).
3.3.2. SITUATION AWARENESS
Objects not only behave interactively with other objects but
also do so depending on their spatial situation. For example,
an agent in PacMan should not only behave depending on
the enemies but should also follow the corridor of a maze
while not penetrating the wall.
We define such dependency of object states to the local spa-
tial properties of the environment as situation-awareness.
To implement this, we model the interaction between an
object k and the environment by computing a context en-
coding ectx,kt using a simple attention mechanism, attention
on environment (AOE).
The context encoding is obtained by first cropping the local
area of the object using the Spatial Transformer (ST) (Jader-
berg et al., 2015) and then encoding the cropped patch:
gctx,kt = ST(µ
bg
t ,o
pos,k
t , s
ctx) , (4)
ectx,kt = CNN(g
ctx,k
t ) . (5)
Here, µbgt is the background image generated from z
ctx,k
t
and opos,kt is the object position. A glimpse image g
ctx,k
t
extracted from µbgt using attention by a Spatial Transformer
is then encoded into the situation encoding ectx,kt using a
CNN. The glimpse size is controlled by hyperparameter
sctx. In other words, this is an encoding of what happened
nearby the object. This situation encoding is then provided
as input to the object-state RNN in Eqn. 2 to model temporal
dynamics while being mixed with other encodings.
3.3.3. MULTIMODAL UNCERTAINTY
One of the main uses of a world model (Ha & Schmidhuber,
2018a) in model-based reinforcement learning or planning
is to simulate diverse possible futures by learning a future
distribution. Although previous models contain uncertainty
modeling, their flexibility is limited to unimodal uncertainty
because of the reliance on Gaussian distributions which pro-
vide only the unimodal uncertainty model. For instance, in
predicting the future direction of an object, it would be hard
to model the possibility of two very different directions, e.g.
turning left or right, although it can model some randomness
towards a direction, e.g. turning more or less to the left.
To this end, we adopt hierarchical latent modeling by intro-
ducing a high-level object-state latent variable z˜state,kt and
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from the state latent we generate the attribute latents. This
can be modeled by pθ(z˜
att,k
t , z˜
state,k
t |z<t) =
pθ(z˜
att,k
t |z˜state,kt )pθ(z˜state,kt |z<t) . (6)
That is, by learning the conditional behaviour distribution
pθ(z˜
state,k
t |z<t), we can express the distribution of the ex-
pected behaviour of an object as a multivariate Gaussian
distribution. Then, conditioning on a sampled behaviour, the
object attribute z˜att,kt , such as position, can express highly
complex multimodal uncertainty.
To model pθ(z˜
state,k
t |z<t), we use a multivariate Gaussian
distribution whose parameters are estimated by an MLP tak-
ing hkt of object-state RNN as input. Then, latent variables
z˜att,kt required to obtain object attributes o˜
k
t are sampled
from Gaussian or Bernoulli distributions whose parameters
are computed by MLPs taking z˜state,kt as input. Refer to
Appendix for more details of the implementation.
3.4. Inference and Learning
3.4.1. INFERENCE
For context inference, we use an approximation
qφ(z
ctx
t |zctx<t,xt) = N (µctx,σctx) (7)
which has a similar structure as the generation but with the
encoding of xt as an additional input to the MLP generating
µctx and σctx.
For propagation inference, given the factorization in Eqn. 6,
it may be tempting to use the following full factorization of
the approximate posterior qφ(z˜kt |xt, z<t) =
qφ(z˜
att,k
t |z˜state,kt ,xt, z<t)qφ(z˜state,kt |xt, z<t) . (8)
However, since xt provides all necessary information for
accurately inferring the attributes z˜att,kt , this can easily make
the model ignore z˜state,kt during inference, consequently fail-
ing to learn pθ(z˜
att,k
t |z˜state,kt ) as well. To address this issue,
we use the following approximation replacing the factor for
z˜katt,t inference by the prior generation model. Thus, we
have qφ(z˜kt |xt, z<t) =
pθ(z˜
att,k
t |z˜state,kt )qφ(z˜state,kt |xt, z<t) . (9)
Implementation of the posterior qφ(z˜kt |xt, z<t) follows a
similar structure of the prior. In particular, a separate poste-
rior object-state RNN is used to obtain the posterior hidden
state hˆkt as an encoding of the history z<t, and an encod-
ing of a local proposal area from which z˜state is inferred is
extracted from xt.
3.4.2. LEARNING
Due to the posterior intractability, we use variational in-
ference to train the model by maximizing the following
evidence lower bound:
L(θ, φ) = Eqφ(z|x)
[
pθ(x|z)pθ(z)
qφ(z|x)
]
. (10)
We adopt the standard ELBO in Eqn. (10) as the training
objective. Besides, we found that including an auxiliary loss
KL(qφ(z˜pres|·)|Bernoulli(p)) with a small p encourages the
model to remove duplicate propagation during inference.
This term also helps regularize the model and can be turned
off after certain steps. We also apply the rejection mecha-
nism proposed in SCALOR and the curriculum learning and
discovery dropout used in SILOT. In our experiments, we
found both these tricks help stabilize the training process.
Related hyperparameters are provided in Appendix.
4. Related Work
Our work builds on top of a line of recent research in un-
supervised object-centric representation learning. AIR (Es-
lami et al., 2016), SPAIR (Crawford & Pineau, 2019), Su-
PAIR (Stelzner et al., 2019), and SPACE (Lin et al., 2020)
incorporate structured latent variables with a VAE (Kingma
& Welling, 2014) in order to detect objects in a scene with-
out any explicit supervision. SQAIR (Kosiorek et al., 2018)
extends the AIR model by combining the object discovery
module with a recurrent propagation module that can track
changes in detected objects over time. SCALOR (Jiang
et al., 2020) and SILOT (Crawford & Pineau, 2020) scale
the SQAIR model to work on a large number of objects,
using a parallel inference mechanism similar to SPACE.
SCALOR and SPACE also introduce the dynamic back-
ground model and the background decomposition model,
respectively.
STOVE (Kossen et al., 2019) introduces a state-space model
for videos, combining an image model with a graph neu-
ral network (GNN) based dynamics model (Scarselli et al.,
2009; Li et al., 2016; Kipf & Welling, 2017; Gilmer et al.,
2017; Battaglia et al., 2018; Santoro et al., 2017; Sanchez-
Gonzalez et al., 2018; Battaglia et al., 2016; Watters et al.,
2017) that can model interactions between objects. STOVE
leverages SuPAIR (Stelzner et al., 2019) as an object detec-
tion module and can achieve long-term video generation.
R-NEM (van Steenkiste et al., 2018) uses a spatial mixture
model learned via neural expectation maximization (Greff
et al., 2017) to obtain disentangled representations for each
entity in a scene and models the physical interactions be-
tween entities. Other works in this line of research include
(Hsieh et al., 2018; He et al., 2019). Table 1 summarizes the
abilities and limitations of a few of the most related models.
There have also been several recent works that utilize object-
centric representations in the context of model-based rein-
forcement learning. OP3 (Veerapaneni et al., 2019) uses
a spatial-mixture model similar to IODINE (Greff et al.,
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Figure 2. Generated trajectories for the bouncing ball datasets.
Conditioning on 10 ground truth frames, the first 20 generation
steps are shown. To reduce visual clutter, results of the 2 LAYER-D
setting are given in Appendix.
2019) to obtain a disentangled representation of entities in a
scene. Similar to G-SWM, OP3 processes entities symmet-
rically and uses pairwise interaction modeling. However, it
does not obtain explicit object locations and assumes the
latent states follow the Markov property. COBRA (Wat-
ters et al., 2019) is another spatial-mixture model that uses
MONet (Burgess et al., 2019) to obtain object representa-
tions, but it is not able to handle interactions between enti-
ties. Transporter (Kulkarni et al., 2019) uses KeyNet (Jakab
et al., 2018) to discover keypoints and perform long term
keypoint tracking. It makes the assumption that consecutive
frames only differ in objects’ pose or appearance.
5. Experiments
We evaluate G-SWM on several datasets designed to illus-
trate generation quality with respect to the different abilities
outlined in Table 1. We also test G-SWM in a 3D environ-
ment similar to the CLEVRER (Yi et al., 2020) dataset to
show how our model performs in a more realistic setting.
5.1. Interaction, Occlusion, and Scalability
In these experiments, our dataset consists of a set of balls
bouncing in a frame. Four different settings are tested. In
both the OCCLUSION and INTERACTION settings, there
are 3 balls each with a random color. In the OCCLUSION
setting the balls pass through one another according to their
respective depths. In the INTERACTION setting, the balls
bounce off one another. The 2 LAYER setting combines
these two settings with 3 red balls at one depth and 3 blue
balls at a lower depth, so the red balls occlude the blue balls.
When balls of the same color touch, they bounce off one
another. The 2 LAYER-D (dense) setting is the same as the
2 LAYER setting, except there are 8 balls at each depth.
We compare our model with SCALOR and STOVE in these
experiments. Each episode contains 100 timesteps and we
train the models on random sequences of length 20. For
Figure 3. Generated trajectories for the the random single ball ex-
periment. For each model, we show 100 samples.
Figure 4. Generated frames for the maze experiments. The Input
column shows the 5 ground truth timesteps we provide to the
model. The right-hand side of the figure shows 4 possible samples
given the input. All 4 samples are combined in the Futures column,
representing all the predicted states of the agents. Objects stay in
corridor and randomly change their directions at intersections.
generation, each model is given the first 10 ground truth
frames and asked to predict the remaining 90 frames. For
measuring generation performance, we use the euclidean
distance between the predicted and the ground truth center
points of the balls at each timestep (Kossen et al., 2019).
Figure 2 shows qualitative results for the generated ball
trajectories. Figure 5 plots the prediction error over 100
timesteps, and Table 2 shows the summed error over the
first 10 prediction steps. STOVE performs reasonably well
in both the INTERACTION and OCCLUSION settings where
there are only 3 balls, but it cannot even detect the objects
in the two 2 LAYER settings, so we leave these results
empty. This is because it lacks a proper mechanism for
handling the frequent occlusions in the 2 LAYER settings,
and its LSTM-based detection is not scalable. SCALOR can
handle occlusions with zdepth and is scalable to the 2 LAYER-
D setting, but it fails to correctly predict the ball trajectories
in the INTERACTION and the two 2 LAYER settings due
to lack of interaction modeling. In many cases, the balls
simply slow down and stop when they collide. G-SWM
performs the best in all settings, showing a consistent ability
to handle interaction and occlusion at the same time, while
being scalable to videos with a large number of objects.
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Figure 5. Plots of euclidean distance error of predicted ball positions per timestep. Each experiment is run with 5 different random seeds.
Shaded areas indicate standard deviation.
Table 2. Euclidean distance error of predicted ball positions, summed over the first 10 timesteps of generation.
G-SWM SCALOR STOVE
INTERACTION 0.242± 0.028 1.004± 0.019 0.411± 0.007
OCCLUSION 0.072± 0.015 0.272± 0.019 0.387± 0.021
2 LAYER 0.212± 0.007 1.012± 0.021 −
2 LAYER-D 0.535± 0.013 1.208± 0.011 −
5.2. Multimodal Uncertainty and Situation Awareness
As a simple demonstration of how different models work
with multimodal uncertainty, we construct a dataset with a
single ball moving down the center of the frame, and then
randomly changes direction and moves towards either the
bottom left corner or the bottom right corner. See Figure 3.
At test time, each model is provided the first several frames
before the ball changes direction. Even in this simple sce-
nario, SCALOR, STOVE, and G-SWM-D (G-SWM without
zstate) fail to produce trajectories that match the dataset. In
contrast, by introducing zstate, G-SWM is able to model this
multimodal behaviour and produce cleaner trajectories.
For a more complicated scenario, we construct a maze envi-
ronment (see Figure 4) to demonstrate the ability of G-SWM
to create realistic generations based on both interactions
with the environment and multimodal uncertainty. Each
episode in the dataset consists of a randomly created maze
and several agents navigating through the maze. The agents
only move within the corridors and continue in a straight
path until they reach an intersection, at which point they
choose a corridor to continue at random. For this experi-
ment, we train on sequences of length 10 and at test time
provide 5 ground truth steps to generate the following steps.
Figure 4 shows a few examples of the generated samples.
More examples are given in Appendix. These examples
show that G-SWM is able to generate predictions where the
agents correctly stay within the corridors. Additionally, the
random behaviour of the agents is also accurately modeled,
as the predictions show the agents moving in different valid
paths for different rollouts.
As an ablation study, we introduce several variants of G-
SWM by respectively removing the multimodal uncertainty
(MU) modeling (i.e., removing zstate), the attention on envi-
ronment (AOE) mechanism, and the modeling of situation
awareness (SA). We count the number of agents that cor-
rectly stay within the corridors of the maze over time as
an indicator of generation quality. Figure 6 shows the re-
sults over 100 timesteps and the convergence curve of this
metric during training. Without zstate or situation aware-
ness, the model cannot correctly predict the agent behaviour
in the maze and thus clearly underperforming. Without
AOE but with the attention-less encoding of the full context,
the model eventually reaches a similar performance as the
complete model, but it takes much longer to converge as
shown in Figure 6. These results show that the proposed
hierarchical modeling and the AOE mechanism can signifi-
cantly improve generation performance when multimodal
uncertainty and situation awareness are required.
5.3. 3D Interactions
Though the above experiments clearly exhibit the different
capabilities of our model, we also want to demonstrate how
our model performs in a more realistic setting. We use the
CLEVR (Johnson et al., 2016) dataset as a starting point to
create a dynamic 3D environment. In this dataset, several
3D objects are placed on a surface and a ball moves towards
the objects, knocking them around. The shapes, positions,
and colors of the objects are chosen randomly as well as the
angle from which the ball enters the scene. For this dataset,
we train on sequences of length 20. At test time, the model
is given the first 10 ground truth frames, which are always
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Figure 6. Quantitative results of the ablation study. The left plot shows the number of agents that stay within the maze corridors over 100
timesteps. The right plot shows the convergence curve of this metric during training, averaged over the first 10 generation steps. Each
experiment is run with 5 random seeds.
Figure 7. Generation results for the 3D realistic physics experiments. Given the first 10 frames of the episode, 90 frames are predicted (15
out of the first 30 generated frames are shown).
before any interaction occurs.
Figure 7 shows the qualitative generation results on this
dataset. More examples are given in Appendix. For compar-
ison, we also test SCALOR and OP3 on this dataset. Since
OP3 assumes the Markov property of the generation pro-
cess, it cannot even model the ball movement. Besides, with
implicit object representation, OP3 produces very blurry im-
ages. SCALOR produces clean reconstructions of objects,
but due to lack of interaction modeling, it cannot model
collisions and different objects overlap when they collide.
G-SWM can produce realistic generations even in this com-
plex setting. Occlusions are correctly captured when one
object is in front of another and the generated collisions are
also realistic. In particular, the model predicts a collision
event only when two objects are close in the 3D space (e.g.,
at the same depth), which further demonstrates G-SWM’s
ability to handle interactions based on the depth information.
Although the generated object appearances are similar to
the ground truth, we do notice that the model fails to capture
the purple cube in this example, instead of generating a
cylinder. This may be because, in the ground truth, the cube
spins when it is hit, which is difficult to model correctly.
Nevertheless, our model is able to predict other changes to
appearance such as the change in the objects size (in the 2D
plane) as it moves further away from the camera.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new object-centric temporal
generative model for world modeling. In experiments, we
performed an extensive investigation on the generation per-
formance of previously proposed models and ours, which
has been missing in the literature. Through this comparison,
we demonstrated that G-SWM implementing all important
abilities jointly in a single model achieves superior or com-
parable performance in all tasks. We also demonstrated that
G-SWM successively achieves two new important abilities,
multimodal uncertainty and situated behavior. A future di-
rection is to resolve some weakness of the spatial-attention-
based object models and to support the temporal discovery
model. This would help apply this model to improve model-
based reinforcement learning and planning.
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Supplementary Material for
“Improving Generative Imagination in Object-Centric World Models”
A. Model Details
In this section, we will give a detailed description of each
stage, especially those not described in detail in the main
text.
For each timestep t, we will describe the generation of
zctxt , z˜t, o˜t, z¯t, o¯t,ot,xt (in that order), given the full history
zctx<t, z˙<t, and o<t. Generation consists of the following
stages:
1. Context. Given context history zctx<t, we generate the
new context zctxt .
2. Propagation. We compute {z˜kt }Kk=1, and then update
the object attributes {okt−1}Kk=1 to {o˜kt }Kk=1.
3. Discovery. A grid of H × W new object latents
{z¯ijt , (i, j) ∈ {(1, 1), . . . , (H,W )}} will be sampled
from some predefined prior, and then for each (i, j) ∈
{(1, 1), . . . , (H,W )}, o¯ijt will be obtained by passing
each z¯ijt through some deterministic function. As men-
tioned in the main text, discovery will only be used
during inference but not generation. Here, the discov-
ery priors are only used to regularize inference.
4. Rendering. Given the set of propagated objects o˜t
and discovered objects o¯t, we will select a maximum
number of K objects {ok}Kk=1 with the highest pres-
ence value. These objects will also be propagated to
the next timestep. We then render the frame xt using
the selected objects {ok}Kk=1, which generates the fore-
ground image µfgt and mask αt, and the context latent
zctxt , which generates the background image µ
bg
t .
Below we describe the implementation details of each stage.
A.1. Context
Generation. The prior pθ(zctxt |zctx<t) is implemented as fol-
lows:
hctxt = RNN
ctx
prior(z
ctx
t−1,h
ctx
t−1) (11)
[µctxt ,σ
ctx
t ] = MLP
ctx
prior(h
ctx
t ) (12)
zctxt ∼ N (µctxt ,σctxt ). (13)
Inference. The posterior qφ(zctxt |xt, zctx<t) is implemented
as follows:
hˆctxt = RNN
ctx
post(z
ctx
t−1, hˆ
ctx
t−1) (14)
ectxenc,t = Conv
ctx
enc(xt) (15)
[µctxt ,σ
ctx
t ] = MLP
ctx
post([hˆ
ctx
t , e
ctx
enc,t]) (16)
zctxt ∼ N (µctxt ,σctxt ). (17)
A.2. Propagation
Generation. The overall procedure is described in the main
text, so we only describe some network implementation
details.
The self-interaction encoding ek,kt , pairwise-interaction en-
coding ek,jt , and the interaction weights w
k,j
t are computed
as follows:
ek,kt = MLP
self
prior(u
k
t ) (18)
ek,jt = MLP
rel
prior(u
k
t ,u
j
t ) (19)
wk,jt = MLP
weight
prior (u
k
t ,u
j
t ). (20)
Given the hidden state hkt of the OS-RNN, the state latent
z˜state,kt is computed as follows:
[µ˜state,kt , σ˜
state,k
t ] = MLP
state
prior(h
k
t ) (21)
z˜state,kt ∼ N (µ˜state,kt , σ˜state,kt ), (22)
and given the state latent zstate,kt , the attribute latents z
att,k
t =
[zpres,kt , z
depth,k
t , z
where,k
t , z
what,k
t ] are computed as follows:
[ρ˜pres,k, µ˜depth,kt , σ˜
depth,k
t ,µ˜
where,k
t , σ˜
where,k
t
µ˜what,kt , σ˜
what,k
t ] = MLP
att
prior(z˜
state,k
t ) (23)
z˜pres,kt ∼ Bernoulli(ρ˜pres,k) (24)
z˜depth,kt ∼ N (µ˜depth,kt , σ˜depth,kt ) (25)
z˜where,kt ∼ N (µ˜where,kt , σ˜where,kt ) (26)
z˜what,kt ∼ N (µ˜what,kt , σ˜what,kt ). (27)
Inference. We only need to describe the implementation of
qφ(z˜
state,k
t |xt, zctx<t, z˙<t). First, a posterior OS-RNN will be
used to update the posterior object state:
hˆkt = RNN
os
post([o
k
t−1, z
state,k
t , e
ctx,k
t−1 , e
rel,k
t−1 ], hˆ
k
t−1) . (28)
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Here, ectx,kt−1 is computed using exactly the same process
and network as generation, and erel,kt−1 is computed using a
similar process during generation but with a separate set of
posterior networks MLPselfpost, MLP
rel
post, and MLP
weight
post .
Then, a proposal region of the image xt centered at the
previous object location oxy,kt−1 is extracted and encoded.
The size spropt (2-dimensional for (h,w)) of this proposal
area is computed from hˆkt :
spropt = o
hw,k
t−1 + s
min + (smax − smin) · σ(MLPprop(hˆkt ))
(29)
Where smin and smax are hyperparameters that control the
minimum and maximum proposal update size. After that,
the proposal is extracted and encoded:
gprop,kt = ST(xt,o
xy,k
t−1 , s
prop
t ) (30)
eprop,kt = Conv
prop(gprop,kt ). (31)
Then hˆkt and e
prop,k
t will be used to infer z˜
state,k
t :
[µ˜state,kt , σ˜
state,k
t ] = MLP
state
post ([hˆ
k
t , e
prop,k
t ]) , (32)
z˜state,kt ∼ N (µ˜state,kt , σ˜state,kt ). (33)
Attribute updates. For this part we describe the details
of object attribute update function f pres, f depth, fwhere, and
fwhat. These functions are implemented as follows:
[gdepth,kt ,g
where,k
t ,g
what,k
t ] = σ(MLP
gate(z˜state,kt )) (34)
o˜pres,k = opres,kt−1 · z˜prest (35)
o˜depth,kt = o
depth,k
t + c
depth · gdepth,kt · z˜depth,kt (36)
o˜xy,kt = o
xy,k
t + c
xy · gxy,kt · tanh(z˜xy,kt ) (37)
o˜hw,kt = o
hw,k
t + c
hw · ghw,kt · tanh(z˜hw,kt ) (38)
o˜what,kt = o
what,k
t + c
what · gwhat,kt · tanh(z˜what,kt ). (39)
Note we split owhere into ohw and oxy. Here,
cdepth, cxy, chw, cwhat are real-valued hyperparameters be-
tween 0 and 1 that control the degree of update we want.
Note that for f depth, fwhere, and fwhat, the corresponding
update gates gdepth,kt , g
where,k
t , and g
what,k
t will first be com-
puted from z˜state,kt and used to mask the update values.
A.3. Discovery
Generation. We assume an independent prior for each
object:
p(z¯ijt ) = p(z¯
state,ij
t )p(z¯
pres,ij
t )
{
p(z¯depth,ijt )
p(z¯where,ijt )p(z¯
what,ij
t )
}z¯pres,ij
. (40)
All of these priors are fixed Gaussian distributions with
chosen mean and variance except for p(z¯pres), which is a
Bernoulli distribution.
Inference. We feed in the image xt along with the differ-
ence between the xt and the reconstructed background into
an encoder to get an encoding of the current image eimgt of
shape (H,W,C):
eimgt = Conv
disc([xt,xt − µbgt ]) (41)
To infer z¯t, besides the current image xt, we also consider
the propagated objects {o˜kt }Kk=1 to prevent rediscovering
already propagated objects. We adopt the same mechanism
in SILOT to condition discovery on propagation. Specifi-
cally, for each discovery cell (i, j) ∈ {(1, 1), . . . , (H,W )},
a vector econd,ijt will be computed as a weighted sum of all
propagated objects {z˜kt }Kk=1, with the weights computed by
passing the relative distance between the propagated object
o˜xy,kt and the cell center c
ij into a Gaussian kernel:
econd,ijt =
K∑
k=1
G(o˜xy,k − cij , σcond) ·MLPcond(o˜kt ) (42)
where G is a 2-D Gaussian kernel, and σcond is a hyperpa-
rameter.
The discovered latents will then be computed conditioned on
the image features and the encoding of propagated objects:
[µ¯state,ijt , σ¯
state,ij
t ,ρ¯
pres,ij , µ¯depth,ijt , σ¯
depth,ij
t , µ¯
where,ij
t ,
σ¯where,ijt , µ¯
what,ij
t ,σ¯
what,ij
t ] = MLP
disc([eimg,ijt , e
cond,ij
t ]
(43)
z¯state,ijt ∼ N (µ¯state,ijt , σ¯state,ijt ) (44)
z¯pres,ijt ∼ Bernoulli(ρ¯pres,ij) (45)
z¯depth,ijt ∼ N (µ¯depth,ijt , σ¯depth,ijt ) (46)
z¯where,ijt ∼ N (µ¯where,ijt , σ¯where,ijt ) (47)
z¯what,ijt ∼ N (µ¯what,ijt , σ¯what,ijt ) (48)
Finally, we compute the object representation o¯ijt us-
ing these latents. For o¯pres,ijt , o¯
depth,ij
t , o¯
what,ij
t , they will
just be equal to z¯pres,ijt , z¯
depth,ij
t , z¯
what,ij
t . For o¯
where,ij
t =
[o¯hw,ijt , o¯
xy,ij
t ], we want o¯
hw,ij
t to be in range (0, 1) and
o¯xy,ijt in range (−1, 1). Besides, as in SILOT, z¯xy,ijt is rela-
tive to the cell center cij , so we need to transform relative
locations to global locations using
o¯hw,ijt = σ(z¯
hw,ij
t ) (49)
o¯xy,ijt = c
ij + 2 · tanh(z¯xy,ijt )/[W,H] (50)
where cij = 2 · ([i, j] + 0.5)/[W,H]− 1
A.4. Rendering
The background imageµbgt will be decoded from the context
latent zctxt :
µbgt = Deconv
ctx
dec(z
ctx
t ) (51)
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For foreground, we will first select a set of K objects
{okt }Kk=1 from the set of discovered and propagated ob-
jects o¯t ∪ o˜t. To render the set of selected objects {okt }Kk=1
into the foreground image µfgt and foreground mask αt, a
similar procedure in SILOT is used. First, individual object
appearance yˆatt,kt and mask αˆ
att,k
t are computed from o
what,k
t
and opres,kt :
[yatt,kt ,α
att,k
t ] = σ(Deconv
what(owhat,kt )) (52)
αˆatt,kt = α
att,k
t · opres,kt (53)
yˆatt,kt = αˆ
att,k
t · yatt,k. (54)
Here, yˆatt,kt and αˆ
att,k
t will be of a small glimpse size
(Hg,Wg). We will then transform them into full image
size (Himg,Wimg) by putting them in an empty canvas using
a (inverse) Spatial Transformer:
ykt = ST
−1(yˆatt,kt ,o
where,k
t ) (55)
αkt = ST
−1(αˆatt,kt ,o
where,k
t ) (56)
Then µfgt and αt will be computed as pixel-wise weighted
sums of these image-sized maps:
wkt =
αkt · σ(odepth,kt )∑K
j=1 α
j
t · σ(odepth,jt )
(57)
µfgt =
K∑
k=1
wkt · ykt (58)
αt =
K∑
k=1
wkt ·αkt (59)
The final rendered image will be µt = µ
fg
t + (1−αt)µbgt .
The likelihood pθ(xt|zctx≤t, z˙≤t) is then
pθ(xt|zctx≤t, z˙≤t) = N (xt|µt, σ2I) (60)
where σ is a hyperparameter.
B. Architectures, Hyperparameters, and
Training
B.1. Training
For all experiments, we use the Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2014)
optimizer with a learning rate of 1 × 10−4 except for the
maze dataset. We use a batch size of 16 for all experiments.
Gradient clipping (Pascanu et al., 2013) with a maximum
norm of 1.0 is applied. For both z¯pres,ijk and z˜
pres,k
t , we
use a Gumbel-Softmax relaxation (Jang et al., 2016) with
temperature τ to make sampling differentiable.
For experiments on datasets without background, we manu-
ally set µbgt to empty images. For the maze dataset, we turn
off the gradient of the foreground module and only learn to
reconstruct background for the first 500 steps. Also, we use
a learning rate of 5× 10−5 instead of 1× 10−4.
B.2. Architectures
All RNNs are implemented as LSTMs (Hochreiter &
Schmidhuber, 1997). For all equations that describe RNN
recurrence, the notation h includes both the hidden state
and cell state used in common LSTMs. However, when h is
used as an input to another network, we use only the hidden
state. For all initial states (h0), we treat them as learnable
parameters with unit Gaussian random initialization. For
both the prior and posterior object-state RNN, inputs are
first embedded with a single fully connected layer denoted
by MLPosprior and MLP
os
post.
For all networks that output variances of Gaussian distri-
butions, we apply a softplus function to ensure that the
variances are positive. For all networks that output the pa-
rameters of Bernoulli distributions (for zpres), we apply a
sigmoid function.
Table 3 lists all networks. Here, LSTM(a, b) denotes an
LSTM with input size a and hidden size b. For MLPs, the
Architecture column lists the hidden layer sizes, not includ-
ing input and output layer. The identity of input and output
variables can be found in equations where each network
appears, and the dimensions of these variables will be given
in Section B.3.
For all network layers except for output layers, we use the
CELU (Barron, 2017) activation function. For all convolu-
tion layers except for output layers, we use group normal-
ization (Wu & He, 2018) with 16 channels per group. Note
that MLPstateprior,MLP
state
post ,MLP
att
prior,MLP
gate are implement as
stride-1 convolutions to facilitate parallel computation.
In Table 3, Convdisc is implemented with ResNet18 (He
et al., 2016) by taking the feature volume from the third
block (1/8 of the image size) and applying a stride-1 or -2,
3× 3 convolution layer depending on the grid size (H,W )
(in this work H = W and is either 8 or 4) to obtain eimgt .
Table 4, Table 5, Table 6, Table 7, and Table 8 list other
convolutional encoders and decoders that are referred to in
Table 3. In these tables, Subconv denotes a sub-pixel convo-
lution (Shi et al., 2016) implemented by a normal convolu-
tion layer plus a PyTorch PixelShuffle operation. The stride
of Subconv will be used as a parameter for PixelShuffle.
GN(n) denotes group normalization with n groups.
B.3. Hyperparameters
Table 9 lists the hyperparameters for the 2 LAYER dataset.
Hyperparameters for other experiments are similar.
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Table 3. Network details
Description Symbol Architecture
Context prior RNN RNNctxprior LSTM(128, 128)
Generate zctxt from h
ctx
t MLP
ctx
prior [128, 128]
Decode zctxt into µ
bg
t Deconv
ctx See Table 5
Context posterior RNN RNNctxpost LSTM(128, 128)
Infer zctxt from [hˆ
ctx,xt] MLPctxpost [128, 128]
Encode xt into ectxenc Conv
ctx See Table 4
Encode xt into e
img
t Conv
disc See the text
Encode o˜kt during discovery MLP
cond [128, 128]
Infer z¯ijk from [e
img,ij
t , e
cond,ij
t ] MLP
disc [128, 128]
Prior OS-RNN RNNosprior LSTM(128, 128)
OS-RNN input embedding MLPosprior []
Self-interaction encoding MLPselfprior [128, 128]
Pairwise-interaction encoding MLPrelprior [128, 128]
Attention weights over object pairs MLPweightprior [128, 128]
Attention on Environment encoder Convctxatt See Table 6
Generate z˜state,kt from h
k
t MLP
state
prior [128, 128]
Generate z˜att,kt from z˜
state,k
t MLP
att
prior,MLP
gate [128, 128]
Posterior OS-RNN RNNospost LSTM(128, 128)
OS-RNN input embedding MLPospost []
Predict proposal size sprop,kt MLP
prop [128, 128]
Encode proposal into eprop,kt Conv
prop See Table 7
Self-interaction encoding MLPselfpost [128, 128]
Pairwise-interaction encoding MLPrelpost [128, 128]
Attention weights over object pairs MLPweightpost [128, 128]
Infer z˜state,kt from [hˆ
k
t , e
prop,k
t ] MLP
state
post [128, 128]
Decode zwhat,ijt into y
att,ij
t ,α
att,ij
t Deconv
what See Table 8
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Table 4. Convctx
Layer Size/Ch. Stride Norm./Act.
Input 3
Conv 7× 7 64 2 GN(4)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 128 2 GN(8)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 256 2 GN(16)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 512 2 GN(32)/CELU
Flatten
Linear 128
Table 5. Deconvctx
Layer Size/Ch. Stride Norm./Act.
Input 128 (1d)
Reshape 128 (3d)
Subconv 3× 3 64 2 GN(4)/CELU
Subconv 3× 3 32 2 GN(2)/CELU
Subconv 3× 3 16 2 GN(1)/CELU
Subconv 3× 3 3 2
Sigmoid
Table 6. Convctxatt
Layer Size/Ch. Stride Norm./Act.
Input 3
Conv 3× 3 16 2 GN(1)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 32 2 GN(2)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 64 2 GN(4)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 128 2 GN(8)/CELU
Flatten
Linear 128
Table 7. Convprop
Layer Size/Ch. Stride Norm./Act.
Input 3
Conv 3× 3 16 2 GN(1)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 32 2 GN(2)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 64 2 GN(4)/CELU
Conv 3× 3 128 2 GN(8)/CELU
Flatten
Linear 128
Table 8. Deconvwhat
Layer Size/Ch. Stride Norm./Act.
Input 128 (1d)
Reshape 128 (3d)
Subconv 3× 3 64 2 GN(4)/CELU
Subconv 3× 3 32 2 GN(2)/CELU
Subconv 3× 3 16 2 GN(1)/CELU
Subconv 3× 3 3 + 1 2
Sigmoid
Table 9. Hyperparameters
Description Symbol Value
Image size (Himg,Wimg) (64, 64)
Glimpse size (Hg,Wg) (16, 16)
Discovery grid size (H,W ) (4, 4)
Dimension of zpres,kt 1
Dimension of zdepth,kt 1
Dimension of zwhere,kt 4
Dimension of zwhat,kt 64
Dimension of zstate,kt 128
Dimension of zctxt 128
Dimension of eimg,ijt 128
Dimension of econd,ijt 128
Dimension of eprop,kt 128
Dimension of ek,kt 128
Dimension of ek,jt 128
Dimension of ectxenc,t 128
Dimension of ectx,kt 128
Training sequence length T [2:20:2]
Curriculum milestones [10k:90k:10k]
#objects to select K 10
Likelihood variance σ 0.2
AOE size sctx 0.25
Gaussian kernel sigma σcond 0.1
Rejection IOU threshold 0.8
Discovery dropout 0.5
Auxiliary KL parameter p 1× 10−10
Gumbel-softmax temperature τ 1.0
z¯pres,ijt prior Bern(1× 10−10)
z¯depth,ijt prior mean 0
z¯depth,ijt prior stdev 1
z¯xy,ijt prior mean 0
z¯xy,ijt prior stdev 1
z¯hw,ijt prior mean -1.5
z¯hw,ijt prior stdev 0.3
z¯what,ijt prior mean 0
z¯what,ijt prior stdev 1
For updating o˜depth,kt c
depth 1
For updating o˜xy,kt c
xy 0.1
For updating o˜hw,kt c
hw 0.3
For updating o˜what,kt c
what 0.2
Minimum proposal size smin 0.0
Maximum proposal size smax 0.2
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C. Dataset Details
C.1. Bouncing Balls
In all settings, the balls bounce off the walls of the frame,
and no new balls are introduced in the middle of an episode.
Each episode has a length of 100. We split our data into
10,000 episodes for the training set, and 200 episodes each
for the validation set and test set.
In both the OCCLUSION and INTERACTION settings, there
are 3 balls each with a color drawn from a set of 5 colors
(blue, red, yellow, fuchsia, aqua), but for the OCCLUSION
case we do not allow duplicate colors.
C.2. Random Single Ball
In this dataset, a single ball moves down the center of the
frame for 9 timesteps. After 5 timesteps, the ball randomly
changes direction and moves towards either the bottom
left corner or the bottom right corner for the remaining
4 timesteps. We split our data into 10,000 episodes for the
training set, and 100 episodes each for the validation set and
test set.
C.3. Maze
The mazes are created using the mazelib library1 and then
removing dead ends manually. For the first frame, 3 or 4
agents of a random color drawn from 6 colors (red, lime,
blue, yellow, cyan, magenta) are randomly placed in the
corridors. The agents only move within the corridors and
continue in a straight path until it reaches an intersection. It
then randomly chooses a path, each with equal probability.
Each episode has a sequence length of 99. We split our data
into 10,000 episodes for the training set, and 100 episodes
each for the validation set and test set.
C.4. 3D Interactions
We generate the 3D Interactions dataset using Blender (Com-
munity, 2018), with the same base scene and object prop-
erties as the CLEVR dataset (Johnson et al., 2016). In this
dataset, we split our dataset into 2920 episodes for training,
and 200 episodes for validation and test. Each episode has a
length of 100.
We use three different objects (sphere, cylinder, cube), two
different materials (rubber, metal), three different sizes, and
five different colors (pink, red, blue, green, yellow) to gen-
erate the scenes. All objects move on a smooth surface
without friction.
To generate the dataset, we randomly put 3 to 5 objects
in the camera scene, and launch a sphere into the scene
colliding with other objects. The appearance and incident
1https://github.com/theJollySin/mazelib
angle of this initial sphere are also randomly selected.
D. Experiment Details
For all experiments that require generation, we set z˜pres,kt
to 1 for all timesteps at test time to ensure that objects
do not disappear. Besides, we turn off discovery after the
first timestep. For the bouncing ball experiments, during
generation, we directly take the mean of each latent instead
of sampling for all models since no stochasticity is involved.
D.1. Bouncing Balls
We draw random sequences of length 20 for training. During
testing, for each sequence of length 100, we condition on the
first 10 frames and generate the following. We use 5 random
seeds to run the experiments per model per dataset. All
models were trained till full convergence and the results are
computed using the model checkpoints that achieve the best
performances on the validation set. For quantitative results,
G-SWM is trained for 160000 steps for the INTERACTION,
OCCLUSION, and 2 LAYER settings, and 120000 steps for
the 2 LAYER-D settings.
D.2. Random Single Ball
We use full sequences of length 9 for training. At test time,
each model is provided the first 5 timesteps of the ground
truth, before the ball changes direction, and predicts the
final 4 timesteps.
D.3. Maze
We use sequences of length 10 for training. During testing,
we provide 5 ground truth timesteps as input. For quantita-
tive results, G-SWM, including its variants, are trained for a
maximum of 500000 steps.
D.4. 3D Interactions
For this dataset, we use sequences of length 20 for training.
However, since most interactions end after 30 steps, we
draw training sequences only from the first 30 steps. During
testing, for each test sequence of length 100, we provide the
first 10 frames as input and generate the following frames.
E. Additional Results
SILOT. We also test SILOT (Crawford & Pineau, 2020) on
the four bouncing ball datasets and the results are shown in
Figure 8. Being a very similar model to SCALOR, it can
handle frequent occlusions and is scalable, but cannot handle
the ball collisions well in the INTERACTION, 2 LAYER, and
2 LAYER-D settings, despite having a simple distance-based
interaction module.
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Figure 8. Generated frames of SILOT on the bouncing ball
datasets.
Tracking Performance. Table 10 shows the tracking per-
formance for the bouncing ball datasets. For tracking, we
report the Multi-Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) (Milan
et al., 2016), with an IoU threshold of 0.5.
Additional Visualizations. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show
visualizations of G-SWM on the two 2 LAYER datasets.
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show additional results on the
Maze and 3D datasets respectively.
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Table 10. Tracking performance on the bouncing ball datasets.
G-SWM SCALOR STOVE
INTERACTION 0.9870± 0.0032 0.9688± 0.0101 0.9979± 0.0005
OCCLUSION 0.9919± 0.0013 0.9447± 0.0119 0.9618± 0.0023
2 LAYER 0.9967± 0.0041 0.9686± 0.0102 −
2 LAYER-D 0.9756± 0.0066 0.9501± 0.0087 −
Figure 9. G-SWM on the 2 LAYER dataset
Figure 10. G-SWM results on the 2 LAYER-D DATASET
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Figure 11. Maze
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Figure 12. G-SWM results on the 3D-Interactions dataset
